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Living the Paradox: Female Athletes Negotiate
Femininity and Muscularity
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Sportswomen live in 2 cultures: the sport culture that is inherently masculine and the larger
social culture where femininity is celebrated for women. In this investigation, which was
grounded in feminist cultural studies, we pursued the research question: how do female ath-
letes negotiate and reconcile the social expectations surrounding femininity with athleticism?
Twenty-one female college athletes participated in focus group interviews about body im-
age and perceptions of muscularity and femininity. Data analysis resulted in 3 higher order
themes: the influence of hegemonic femininity, athlete as other, and physicality. These athletes
expressed that being feminine contrasted with being athletic. They further conveyed that as
athletes, they were marginalized and perceived as different from “normal” women. Yet, they
also were proud of their strong, developed bodies and expressed feelings of empowerment
that generalized beyond the sport context.
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Physically active women and girls face an intrigu-
ing paradox: Western culture emphasizes a feminine
ideal body and demeanor that contrasts with an ath-
letic body and demeanor. Sportswomen, therefore,
live in two cultures, the sport culture and their larger
social culture, wherein social and sport ideals clash.
This lived paradox may have a multitude of effects
on female athletes, and the research provides varied
accounts of their body image, eating behaviors, self-
presentation, and self-esteem. Some researchers have
found that female athletes have a more positive body
image, healthier eating patterns, and are less likely
to become pregnant accidentally than their nonath-
letic peers (Marten-DiBartolo & Shaffer, 2002; Miller,
Sabo, Farrell, Barnes, & Melnick, 1999).Yet, other re-
searchers have found that the sport environment cre-
ates pressures that lead to unhealthy practices such
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as disordered eating, excessive exercising, and train-
ing through injuries (e.g., Duquin, 1994; Johns, 1996;
Krane, Greenleaf, & Snow, 1997).

To comprehend the sporting experiences of fe-
male athletes it is important to consider the cultural
influences that can potentially alter their experiences,
behaviors, and psychological states. Therefore, to ap-
preciate these influences on individual experiences
and remain consistent with previous research (Krane,
Waldron, Michalenok, & Stiles-Shipley, 2001), this in-
vestigation of femininity and muscularity in female
athletes is grounded in feminist cultural studies. Cul-
tural studies scholars examine common practices that
shape all aspects of social life (Frow & Morris, 2000).
They focus on how these practices are socially con-
structed, how they create cultural meanings, and their
role in establishing differential power and privilege
in society. Analysis from this perspective concerns
the social construction of customs or collective prac-
tices and their consequences (Barker, 2002). This
leads to a contextually specific analysis of representa-
tion, power, and oppression. Feminist cultural studies
scholars specifically focus on the interaction of gen-
der and culture. They interrogate how social practices
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construct gender and gender difference. Cultural ex-
pectations of femininity and masculinity underlie this
analysis, which is especially fitting for a study of female
athletes. Feminist cultural studies has been applied
in sport and exercise research to explore women’s
lived experiences with our bodies (e.g., Hall, 1996;
Heywood, 1998; Markula, 1995), and it provides the
foundation for examining the paradox of the physi-
cally active female body (Cole, 1993).

An important cultural ideal that affects all
women, and especially athletic women, is feminin-
ity. Femininity is a socially constructed standard for
women’s appearance, demeanor, and values (Bordo,
1993). There are multiple permutations of feminin-
ity; femininity is bound to historical context (i.e., it
changes over time), and “acceptable” femininity may
be perceived differently on the basis of, for exam-
ple, race and sexual orientation (Chow, 1999). Al-
though there are multiple femininities in the Western
world, there also is a privileged, or hegemonic, form of
femininity (Choi, 2000; Krane, 2001a; Lenskyj, 1994).
This hegemonic femininity is constructed within a
White, heterosexual, and class-based structure, and it
has strong associations with heterosexual sex and ro-
mance (Ussher, 1997). Hegemonic femininity, there-
fore, has a strong emphasis on appearance with the
dominant notion of an ideal feminine body as thin
and toned.

Different bodies are afforded differential value
in comparison to the ideal feminine body; for ex-
ample, Black, queer, and disabled coding of bodies
are considered inferior to this heterosexual, White
ideal (Holliday & Hassard, 2001). Rather than rep-
resenting the diversity among female bodies (e.g., dif-
ferent body types, races, or sexualities), the media
produce homogenous (i.e., similar) images that com-
bine and erase differences (Bordo, 1993). Through
a host of social mechanisms women learn that femi-
nine women are accepted, appreciated, and respected
in Western culture (Bordo, 1993). From portray-
als in “women’s” magazines, television, and movies
to the selection of prom queens, a White and het-
erosexual hegemonic femininity is reinforced and
reproduced.

Performative theories of gender propose that
many women seek to portray this socially desirable,
female-appropriate image (Bordo, 1993; Butler, 1990;
Ussher, 1997). Ussher (1997) suggested that women
actively choose from a variety of gender performance
“scripts” depending on the situation and context.
These scripts include positions that she called “do-
ing girl,” “being girl,” “resisting girl,” and “subvert-

ing girl” where “girl” refers to “perfect femininity
we see framed within the boundaries of heterosexual
sexuality and romance” (p. 355). However, as others
have suggested (Bordo, 1993; Butler, 1990), gender
performance is not entirely voluntary because there
are social retributions for not performing one’s gender
“correctly.” A woman’s “choice” to be feminine is not
wholly a choice; if the only women privileged are those
who conform to ideal femininity, and a woman wants
to garner social acceptance, then the only “choice”
seems to be conformity with the ideal (Bordo, 1993).

Within the context of the masculine domain of
sport, sportswomen are expected to perform hege-
monic femininity while distancing themselves from
behavior perceived as masculine (Choi, 2000; Krane,
2001a). However, negotiating the performance of
hegemonic femininity while avoiding masculine be-
haviors becomes problematic for these physically
active women. They face the contradiction that to
be successful in athletics they must develop charac-
teristics associated with masculinity (e.g., strength,
assertiveness, independence, competitiveness), which
contradict hegemonic femininity (Krane, 2001a). Fe-
male athletes learn what behaviors and appearances
are privileged, and femininity is “performed” to gain
social acceptance and status. For example, profes-
sional female boxers (Halbert, 1995) and elite ice
hockey players (Etu & Williams, 1996) often present
a feminine image even during competition (e.g.,
wearing pink).

It is evident that the privilege, and concomi-
tant power, afforded sportswomen who adhere to the
social expectations for women (i.e., perform hege-
monic femininity) eludes masculine-perceived female
athletes. As female athletes who perform feminin-
ity correctly accrue power and privilege, female ath-
letes perceived as masculine are labeled as social
deviants (Blinde & Taub, 1992), and they experience
discrimination (Crawley, 1998; Krane, 1997). Femi-
nine women in sport reap benefits such as positive me-
dia attention, fan adoration, and sponsorship (Kolnes,
1995; Krane, 2001a; Pirinen, 1997). As these femi-
nine athletes gain acclaim, they become spokespeo-
ple for their sport (e.g., Mia Hamm for professional
soccer, Lisa Leslie for the Women’s Professional
Basketball League). They also garner respect for their
ability to be successful athletes while remaining true
to their gender. As these feminine female athletes are
highlighted by the media and receive financial and
political clout, they reinforce the socially constructed
expectations for feminine behavior and appearance
of sportswomen.
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A problematic expression of hegemonic feminin-
ity for female athletes is the presentation of a feminine
body. Ideally, sportswomen have toned bodies, yet
they also must avoid excessive, masculine-perceived,
muscular bodies. Successful athletes must be powerful
and strong, yet obvious signs of this power are con-
strued negatively, as contradicting hegemonic femi-
ninity. Consequently, female athletes struggle with the
contradiction of the desire to be strong and successful,
but not to develop “oversized” musculature (Wright
& Clarke, 1999; Young, 1997). Muscle development
for athletes, therefore, creates a paradox in which
a tight, toned body is perceived as ideal, yet large
muscles symbolize strength and masculinity (Bordo,
1993).

Two recent studies clearly showed the contradic-
tion between the performance of hegemonic feminin-
ity and sport performance in female athletes. Krane,
Waldron, et al. (2001) interviewed American college
athletes, who revealed that they had conflicting body
images. As athletes, the women had developed strong,
muscular bodies to meet their aspirations in sport;
however, their muscular physiques were a source of
personal concern in social settings. This manifesta-
tion of concern was tied to their knowledge that
their bodies did not fit the cultural ideal of a toned
but not-too-muscular female body. Similarly, Russell
(2002), in a study of British female rugby, cricket,
and netball players, identified tensions between the
“sporting body” and “the social body.” The women in
Russell’s study were satisfied with their sporting bod-
ies as strong, useful, and admired while participat-
ing in their sport, yet they expressed dissatisfaction
with their bodies when they considered social con-
texts. In addition, Krane, Waldron, et al. found that
athletes who wore revealing athletic uniforms (e.g.,
swimmers, gymnasts), expressed concern about how
they looked in their uniforms. Their worries that they
would be perceived as fat or too big, in some cases,
led to unhealthy behaviors (e.g., dieting, excessive ex-
ercise, disordered eating).

The findings of those two studies (Krane,
Waldron, et al., 2001; Russell, 2002) piqued our in-
terest to understand further how female athletes ne-
gotiate social expectations of femininity and their
athleticism. Specifically, we investigated relation-
ships among body image and perceptions of mus-
cularity and femininity in female collegiate ath-
letes. Our research question was: How do female
athletes negotiate and reconcile the social expec-
tations of femininity with their muscularity and
athleticism?

METHOD

Participants

Female athletes who were competing for a mid-
western, NCAA Division I university participated in
this study (n= 21). The college varsity athletes in-
cluded three cross-country distance runners, two track
athletes, one soccer player, two volleyball players,
two gymnasts, one swimmer, one basketball player,
three softball players, and three tennis players. Club
sport athletes included one rugby player and two ice
hockey players. One of the volleyball players also
competed in club hockey. The athletes averaged 20.48
(SD= 1.83) years of age, had an average of 9.36 years
of experience (SD= 4.31) in their current sport, and
had been on their current team for an average of
2.76 years (SD= 1.26). Body size varied among these
women, but, overall, they were quite fit with low body
fat. Their average self-reported height was 66.88 in.
(SD= 2.94) and weight was 141.7 lbs (SD= 21.03).
Body mass index (BMI) averaged 22.22 (SD= 2.20,
range 18.6–26.6); all but three athletes had a BMI of
less than 24. All of the athletes were White. We did
not ask them about their sexual orientation, but all of
the athletes presented a heterosexual stance (i.e., no
one identified as lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered).

Procedure

We obtained permission from the Human Sub-
jects Review Board, the Athletics Department, and
the coaches of each woman’s varsity team to con-
duct this study. To recruit participants, a researcher
attended team meetings and explained the purpose
and procedure of the study. The athletes then were
given an interest form that included a written sum-
mary of the study and a place to indicate whether they
wanted to participate. This process allowed athletes to
indicate their interest in this study confidentially and
lessened the possible influence of other team mem-
bers on their decision whether or not to participate.
Researchers then contacted individuals who had re-
sponded positively and scheduled the interviews.

Focus group interviews were employed in this
study for several reasons. Group discussions with
other people who have similar experiences encour-
age self-disclosure and lessen the anxiety that is some-
times associated with individual interviews (Madriz,
2000). Previous research has shown that group inter-
actions about the female body yield a dynamic di-
alogue in which the participants react to each other
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and freely express themselves (Krane, Waldron, et al.,
2001). Focus groups also have been described as es-
pecially effective in feminist research (Madriz, 2000;
Wilkinson, 1998). The participants have control over
the direction and content of the discussions, and
power is diffused among the participants and the mod-
erator during the interview (Wilkinson, 1998).

One researcher from our team was trained to be
the moderator for all of the focus groups (Morgan,
1988). Three pilot focus group interviews were con-
ducted to assess the wording of the questions, provide
the moderator practice in the role, and obtain feed-
back from the pilot participants. Once the research
team was confident that the interview guide was ad-
equate and that the moderator was well prepared,
five focus group interviews with three to five athletes
were conducted. The discussions focused on the ath-
letes’ perceptions of their body image, muscularity,
and femininity.

Prior to the focus group interviews, each person
completed an informed consent form and a demo-
graphic questionnaire. Then the moderator asked an
icebreaker question to establish rapport among the
focus group participants and the moderator (e.g., de-
scribe your sport experiences; Krueger, 1998; Morgan,
1988). The moderator used a semistructured, inter-
view guide to ensure that similar questions were ad-
dressed in each focus group (Kvale, 1996; Morgan,
1988). She asked open-ended questions to spark
discussion among the group members, and prob-
ing questions were used as needed. The modera-
tor remained relatively uninvolved to allow the bal-
ance of power to be shifted to the group members
(Madriz, 2000). Consistent with the procedures of
Krane, Waldron, et al. (2001), the focus group inter-
views were videotaped and audiotaped for purposes
of verbatim transcription.

Reflexivity

An important component of trustworthiness in
qualitative research is reflexivity, or consideration of
characteristics of the researchers that may influence
their interpretation of findings (Ely, 1993; Fonow &
Cook, 1991). The research team was composed of
three graduate students and two professors in sport
psychology, all of whom employ a feminist approach
in our research (cf. Krane, 2001b). The researchers
also have a variety of sport backgrounds that influ-
enced our interpretation of the data. Three of us are
former college athletes, two have collegiate coach-

ing experience, two have competed in bodybuilding,
and one had experience in cheerleading and gymnas-
tics. We also varied in sexual orientation, which influ-
enced personal experiences with, and perceptions of,
femininity. As previous researchers explained, gen-
der or gender roles cannot be discussed in isolation
from sexual orientation (Bartky, 1990; Hargreaves,
1993; Kolnes, 1995; Krane, 2001a). Although it was
neither possible nor desirable to explicate our per-
sonal experiences from the analysis and interpreta-
tion of the data, “self-situating” during this process
was essential to our feminist cultural studies analysis
(Frow & Morris, 2000). Ultimately, as found by Krane,
Waldron, et al. (2001), the collaborative efforts among
individuals with varied experiences provided multiple
vantage points for negotiating the data and enhanced
our collective understanding of the focus group
data.

Data Analysis

We analyzed the focus group interview data
through open and axial coding (Strauss & Corbin,
1990). During open coding each researcher individ-
ually read and meticulously coded each transcript; all
possible patterns and themes in the data were iden-
tified. This process “opened up the data” for inter-
rogation and further inquiry and conceptualization
(Strauss, 1987). Research team members (except the
second author) then met to discuss the first order
codes. The investigators compared and contrasted our
interpretations until consensus was achieved and each
researcher was satisfied with the categorization of the
data. Once all transcripts had been coded and first or-
der codes were agreed upon, the researchers reviewed
and reevaluated the coding of all transcripts to ensure
that all data were coded accurately. After open cod-
ing, axial coding commenced. We organized the open
coding categories into related clusters and generated
connections among the multitude of open coding cat-
egories. At this stage of the data analysis, interpreta-
tion of the data occurred as we explained descriptive
patterns, identified relationships and linkages among
open coding categories, and attached meaning and
significance to the analysis. Again, the research team
discussed all axial codes and higher order themes, and
consensus was achieved. In the final phase of the data
analysis, the second author joined the research team
by conducting a category audit (Ely, 1991) and taking
on the role of a critical friend (cf. Holt & Sparkes,
2001). Subsequent meetings of the whole research
team integrated her interpretations of the data into
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the final analysis. Ultimately, the analysis resulted in
three higher order themes: the influence of hegemonic
femininity, athlete as other, and physicality.

RESULTS

Influence of Hegemonic Femininity

The theme “the influence of hegemonic feminin-
ity” addressed the ramifications of constant compar-
ison to the cultural ideal of femininity. As the ath-
letes contrasted their bodies with feminine bodies, the
following data categories emerged: “the ideal body,”
“femininity defined,” “muscular but not too muscu-
lar,” and “uniform concerns.”

The Ideal Body

It is important to understand how these ath-
letes constructed the ideal body, their own bodies,
and femininity. Their discussion of these topics re-
flected the influence of hegemonic femininity. These
women expressed a narrow rendering of femininity—
that from a White, heterosexual perspective. Perhaps
this is partly an effect of their social environment
at a university with a predominantly White student
body and because none of the athletes acknowl-
edged an identity as other than heterosexual in the
interviews.

The cultural ideal body that the athletes de-
scribed was “perfect” and “real good looking and they
don’t have much muscle,” but they have “definition.”
The ideal body is exemplified by “people in maga-
zines,” actresses, and models. A volleyball player said:

You’re surrounded by it. Like in the media, you’re
shown this perfect image, . . . you know the Barbie
doll, and models and everything. And then you see
the female athletes, all the popular athletes, and
they’ve got like the athletic physique and now that’s
becoming more popular.

A hockey player responded to this comment as
follows:

How many people would rather look like Rachel
Hunter [a model] rather than Mia Hamm [a soccer
player]? Because Rachel Hunter is this little skinny
thing, waif-like person and then Mia Hamm’s thicker,
and that’s not as cool, I still think that’s not gonna
change.

The athletes also acknowledged that the cultural ideal
body was unrealistic: “all the perfect people and like

no one looks like that, they’re all air brushed and
stuff.”

In the focus groups, the athletes discussed their
personal ideal bodies. Each woman identified some-
thing that could be different such as “longer legs,”
“smaller stomach,” “smaller rear end,” and “smaller
thighs.” Overall, they lamented their size and mus-
cularity. Distance Runner 1 stated: “I wish I was
littler. . . . Sometimes I just wish I had like a regular
size body.” Volleyball 1 concurred: “we have our mus-
cle and I don’t like it, I’d rather not have that.” Still,
most of the athletes wanted more muscular definition,
but without muscular bulk. As they said: “I would be
more defined,” and “I always wanted to have a six
pack [well defined abdominals].”

Femininity Defined

Discussion regarding femininity was intriguing;
their definitions of femininity typically were based
on contrasting it with athleticism. “You lose all fem-
ininity when you put on a hockey uniform.” In gen-
eral, their definitions of femininity concerned being
“petite and dainty” and engaging in specific behav-
iors. For example, femininity was defined as “having
a gentle spirit,” “more laid back,” “having proper eti-
quette,” “being clean,” and “being girly.” Generally,
it was easier for the athletes to state what femininity
was not: “not sweaty,” “opposite of being a tomboy,”
“not wearing baggy jeans,” and “like hitting the weight
room is not feminine.” The following exchange further
expressed these beliefs:

Gymnast 2: When you think of being feminine, you
don’t think of the person being like really outgoing,
it’s really reserved.

Volleyball Player 1: Yeah and like grunting. You know
how like people grunt in the weight room.

All: laughter
Volleyball Player 1: Farting and belching are definitely

not feminine. . . .Making noises is not.
Distance Runner 1: [I am not feminine] because I

grunt, I fart, I burp. (laughter) I’m loud, I’m ob-
noxious, I swear worse than any guy you’ll prob-
ably ever meet. I don’t have the body structure, I
don’t act like it, I’m . . . I dunno, aggressive.

The athletes reconciled their perceived lack of femi-
ninity by saying that it was not essential to being ath-
letic. As two athletes said:

Hockey Player 1: it doesn’t count [on the ice], nobody
is going to give me points for having my hair done or
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whatever. No way, I’m looking to be the toughest
person out there, the meanest person out there,
the dirtiest person, whatever I can get away with,
all I get away with, whatever. That’s not feminine,
that’s not feminine at all, and I spit and hack and
cuss and everything that you’re not supposed to do
when you’re a girl.

VB/Hockey Player: When you’re sitting in pre-game,
we’re having our locker room talk or whatever,
you’re not thinking about ‘ok we need to go out
there and cross our legs when we sit on the bench
because that’s the feminine thing to do, we need to
sit up straight.’ We’re not trying to look like women
out there because that’s not the whole point of why
we’re playing the sport. We’re out there ’cause we
enjoy it, we want competition and we’re out there
to beat the crap out of somebody. I mean it’s just
not a focus at all.

Most of the athletes believed that being soft, girly,
dainty, and clean implied femininity, whereas being
aggressive, outgoing, and sweaty implied being an ath-
lete. Further, being athletic was equated with being
masculine. Feminine was socially acceptable, and ath-
letic was not. The athletes consistently expressed this
conflict throughout the focus groups.

Muscular But Not Too Muscular

The athletes struggled with their perceptions of
their own bodies. They recognized the cultural ideal
body as one shape, and they viewed their own bodies
as contrary to that ideal. These athletes clearly were
in great physical condition with low body fat, yet their
muscularity was a source of consternation. Having or
building muscles was associated with being unfemi-
nine or “like men.” Gymnast 1 said: “You don’t feel
feminine when you’re big and buff.” By building “ex-
cess” muscle the athletes were being “like guys.” Soc-
cer 1, when talking about working out in the weight
room, said: “I feel like when I am in there like we
are getting . . .we’re being like men or something like
that.”

The participants described a seemingly arbitrary
line that demarcated too much muscle from attractive
muscle tone in women. Once women surpassed this
subjective limit of musculature, they were no longer
perceived as feminine. As Distance Runner 2 said:
“Muscle tone, yeah that’s sexy. But, I guess I don’t
want to get too big or anything.” Similarly, Softball
Player 2 stated: “I like muscle a lot, [but] I mean,
there is a point. . .” Concern about becoming too big

often was expressed. The Basketball player noted,
“I wouldn’t want to be like real big and buff.” Softball
3 elaborated on that point:

I like the way I feel when I get the muscle . . .but yet,
in the back of my mind I get scared that I‘m gonna
get big and people are gonna look at me like ‘oh my
god.’ . . . I get scared of looking too much like a guy,
like having too much muscle.

In addition to being conscious of how much muscle
mass they were building, the women were concerned
with their body weight. Not only did they perceive
themselves as too muscular, they interpreted their
body weight negatively regardless of their low body
fat. When describing her first reaction to her weight
gain from muscle development Tennis Player 3 said:

When I came in my freshman year and started lifting,
it was weird because then you develop and you’re
like ‘whoa!’ You’re very self-conscious about getting
bigger and ‘oh, I’m getting fat or I’m getting too big
there.’

The following interaction shows how the athletes
sometimes misinterpreted body weight:

VB/Hockey Player: Me being 5′11′′, I weight 187 and
so I look at the number of the scale and I’m like
‘holy crap I’m fat,’ but then [laughter] we get our
fat tested and we find out you’re like 15,16,17 per-
cent body fat and you’re like ‘oh, okay maybe I’m
not that fat.’ Sometimes you just need that rein-
forcement, you know that reinforcement behind it
just to be like ‘okay, I’m not fat’ right, cause you
look at the numbers and you’re like ‘Oh God.’

Swimmer: I agree with her [Laughing].
Rugby Player: You pretty much summed it up [laugh-

ing].

The athletes in this study initially felt that their in-
creased body weight was traumatic. They didn’t like
getting bigger because it detracted from femininity
and contradicted the cultural ideal body.

Uniform Concerns

Uniform concerns emerged as a unique category
for those athletes who wore “revealing” uniforms
(e.g., track, gymnastics, swimming, and volleyball).
Uniforms were considered revealing when they were
tight and exposed the shape of the women’s bodies.
These athletes were concerned with how they looked
in revealing uniforms, and two different perspectives
emerged: (a) they looked too big and (b) they were
sexualized in their uniforms.
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Athletes described their revealing uniforms in a
variety of ways. The runners described their uniform
as “butt-huggers, like basically underwear. And then
like, a real tight tank top.” Gymnast 2 explained that
their uniforms were like bathing suits. The tennis play-
ers described one of their uniforms as:

Tennis Player 3: Like a miniskirt
Tennis Player 2: 8 inches above your knees, like barely

covering your butt.

The volley team wore spandex shorts and “short
sleeve jerseys which they’re starting to get tighter as
the years go on.”

In these tight and revealing uniforms, the ath-
letes felt “exposed.” Distance Runner 2 said: “I was
so scared when I saw them. Ours is like a one-piece
swimsuit. I was so scared the first time I wore this, I’m
like, ‘my butt’s gonna be jiggling all over the place.’ ”
Similarly, VB/Hockey Player said:

First day of practice, my coach hands me this pair
of spandex about this big [indicating very small] and
she’s like, ‘here fit your butt into those.’ And I’m like,
‘I can’t even fit my hand into those let alone my entire
butt.’ [laughing] Okay, and I almost cried and I put
those things on, I walked out, and I’m like, ‘I don’t
feel comfortable at all.’

Track Athlete 3 best articulated the general feelings of
discomfort associated with these uniforms when she
said: “you feel completely naked . . . your butt’s right
there.”

Ironically, although the athletes thought that
their “excessive” size and musculature was exposed
in their uniforms, they also acknowledged that they
were perceived as sexy in their revealing uniforms.
Generally they stated that men attended their sport-
ing events just to see them in their revealing uniforms:
“Guys, like you know, ‘Oh yeah, come to gymnastics,
girls in leotards,” and “Yeah, we’ve had comments
like, ‘oh you wear those spandex, I’ll come to your
games’ ” (Volleyball). Distance Runner 1 explained:

Guys will come to our races because we wear those
things. They’re like, ‘You guys wear those? Oh my
gosh, we’re coming!’ . . .Of course nobody would
come see a cross-country race unless they knew we
wore those things.

The women complained that they were sexualized
rather than appreciated for their athletic achieve-
ment. To minimize feeling exposed and reduce being
sexualized, the athletes tended to wear additional
clothes over their uniforms when not competing.
Gymnast 2 explained:

After you compete, you put something on, like even
if it’s just a T-shirt or if it’s something else. The only
time you’re really standing around with your leotard
on is if you’re about to go out there or if you’re com-
peting. Usually we don’t really just sit around. . . . I
personally just don’t like to stand around in it [laugh-
ter] because people are constantly looking at you. I
just feel uncomfortable if that happens.

Distance Runner 1 stated: “we definitely don’t wear
our [uniforms] until we’re racing. . . .We don’t run
around in those things. No way.” A tennis player
agreed: “I usually just put my sweatpants on [when
not playing].”

The athletes knew that their bodies differed from
the feminine ideal body. This incompatibility nega-
tively affected their body image (i.e., a desire to be less
muscular) and resulted in concerns about how oth-
ers perceived them, even during competitions. Their
uniforms were a unique source of stress because of
the exposure of their bodies in front of an audience.
Yet immediately prior to competing, the athletes were
able to shift their focus from body image concerns to
performance. Distance Runner 1 said: “When I’m rac-
ing I’m not caring what I’m looking like at all, if it’s like
sexual or not. I’m just out there to feel comfortable
in my uniform and race.” The athletes articulated that
they became used to wearing their revealing uniforms.

Gymnast 2: How do I feel about them? I’ve been in
them all my life. Umm, I don’t know

Volleyball Player 1: Well I’m comfortable in them now
because we’ve worn them for a long time and you
just get used to them.

VB/Hockey Player: You grow into it ‘cause you have
to wear them everyday.

The athletes also seemed to have incorporated
wearing their uniforms into their competitive mental
preparation routines. They described wearing their
uniforms as putting on “your game face” and feeling
ready to compete. This sentiment was expressed in
the following interaction among the track athletes:

Track Athlete 3: I feel faster when I put on my little
bathing suit. . . . I feel like I’m ready to race, I’m in
like a certain mode.

Track Athlete 2: Yeah, plus you’re in the right like
mind set, like

Track Athlete 3: Yeah
Track Athlete 2: When you’re wearing your uniform it

feels like a lot different, like mentally almost than
when you’re just running in like a t-shirt and shorts.

Track Athlete 2: To me it does.
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Although the athletes noted that their uniforms were
a source of trepidation, they also had learned to
cope with them and to refocus their attention during
competition.

Athlete as “Other”

The higher order theme of “athlete as ‘other’ ”
emerged from the women’s descriptions of female
athletes as marginalized and perceived as different
from “normal girls.” Within the context of the inter-
views, “normal” was used to refer to nonathletic girls
and women. The participants were aware that as ath-
letes they differed from women who were not athletes
in (un)feminine appearance and behavior. The most
common description of this perception was they were
“like guys,” or “like men” and particularly as “not
girls.” They often made comments such as “I wish I
was a girl,” “I want to look like a girl,” and “some-
times I’m just not like a girl.” All of the participants
agreed with the basketball player’s statement, “I just
feel so different than everybody else.” Additional in-
dications of “other” status were supported by the data
categories of discrepancy, clothes, (not) doing feminin-
ity, social attention, and dating.

Discrepancy

This data category highlights the conflict the ath-
letes had between being athletic and being feminine.
The athletes clearly distinguished between their iden-
tities as a woman and as an athlete:

I think your gender almost kinda disappears in a
way. . . .When you’re out there, I’m not a girl, I’m
a machine. (laughs). You know what I mean, you’re
all psyched up, you’re in the mindset, you just wanna,
you know what I’m saying. Don’t make fun. I think
about that when I’m all psyched up. I’m not thinking
about that I’m a girl, I just want to hurt somebody or
something. (Hockey Player 1)

The Rugby player epitomized the distinction between
being a feminine female and an athlete:

Athletes have like two sides to them. Like on the
field or the court or in the pool or whatever like you
have a mindset like you’re there for a reason, you’re
not out there to look cute or be pretty. I mean you’re
there because you wanna win and you’re aggressive,
and sure it’s not attractive sometimes, but I mean like
how cute is rugby?

Their strength and muscularity are acceptable in
a sport environment, but a more feminine de-
meanor and image is desired in a social setting. The
athletes recognized these different identities and dis-
tinguished between fitting into the different environ-
ments. As Rugby Player 2 stated: “if you’re an athlete,
then you have to like transform into entirely some-
one else when you come off the field or the ice or
whatever.” A softball player said:

In sports I don’t really think about my body that
much. Or when like I’m in my uniform and every-
thing, it’s pretty much, it’s irrelevant, you know? I
think that people look at us and how good do we play
our sports, but when we’re out [socially], you know,
like just using like chest size for example. I like feel
really self-conscious about it, like if you see the girls
that have big chests and little stomachs, and do that
sort of stuff. And when you’re out at that scene, out
of the athletic scene, you know you’re just a person
that doesn’t really have that good of a body. . . .Well I
don’t really care that I don’t have big boobs, I can still
throw a ball way harder than you can (laughs) you
know what I mean, but I definitely, I mean I can see
a difference between the two settings. I think about
that a lot actually. (Softball Player 2)

Thus, the athletes constantly juxtaposed their athletic
behaviors with “being a girl” (i.e., being feminine).
Gender and femininity, therefore, have to be put aside
in order to focus on the task at hand (i.e., sport). This
may not seem surprising or important until one takes
into account why gender is being put aside—because
sport is not consistent with hegemonic femininity.

Clothes

Attempts to find clothes that fit their muscular
bodies were a constant reminder that the athletes
were different from nonathletic women. The follow-
ing interaction expresses this concern:

Volleyball Player 1: I hate shopping for pants and also
when I shop for jeans, because my thighs are bigger
(laughter) and it’s from squatting, like if I didn’t
squat [an exercise with weights for strengthening
leg muscles] I could probably fit into like three sizes
smaller. But it’s frustrating because like here I am
fitting into the size like 12, 14, whatever when I
never used to be that before I came to college.

Gymnast 2: It’s so frustrating to go shopping for any
type of clothing because, like I’d have to have it
too big or like, my size, just can’t get into shirts and
stuff like that, especially jeans. It’s just so tight like,
around your thighs.
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Distance Runner 2: And your quads. . .
Gymnast 2: And then the rest is just loose. Like you

can be sitting down and be bulging out you know.
You have no control over it. So. . .

Volleyball Player 1: My roommates are athletes too.
One plays softball, and the two other ones play
volleyball, and last year they were talking about
opening a ‘Big Buns and Big Guns’ clothing store
for athletes (laughter) because, like we have bigger,
like arms and then bigger butts. (laughter) We don’t
fit in normal clothes.

Not only was finding clothes problematic, but the
women were not happy with the way they looked
in skirts and dresses because of their muscular bod-
ies. Their descriptions of themselves reiterate their
other status (i.e., not a normal woman). For exam-
ple, “I’ve got huge arms, and like you like wear a
dress or you dress up or something and you feel
like a monkey” (Gymnast 1) and “[in a dress] you
don’t look like a girl” (Distance Runner 2). Distance
Runner 1 remarked: “It’s kinda like an oxymoron,
you’re like you have these little skirts on and then you
have this body. And it looks kind of funny.” She later
added:

I look so stupid in a dress. It’s like my dress, and then
I have these legs. (laughter) They just don’t match.
Like it looks so weird. Like I have fancy shoes on,
and I have these legs that are just like muscles, and
they look really weird.

The clothes problem was merely pragmatic, yet a
deeper issue remains. Athletes do not fit into regular
clothes and, consequently, they were reminded about
how they differ from “normal” women.

Social Attention

Another reminder that female athletes were per-
ceived as different came through the social attention
that the athletes received. As the athletes said:

I don’t feel like less of a girl [because of my muscles]
but I feel like other people think I’m less of one.
(Track Athlete 1)

Some people that don’t [know that I’m an athlete],
they’ll come up to me like, ‘what the heck is she?’
(Distance Runner 1)

Social attention from men particularly reinforced that
athletes differed from other women. At times the ath-
letes were teased about their size and muscularity as
Gymnast 2 stated: “I get made fun of like with the guys
you know, calling me Roids and that kind of stuff.” The

Basketball player reported similar experiences: “All
the guys are like let me see your hands ‘cause they’re
so big or like what size shoes do you wear? And I’m
like I’m so self-conscious about that.” She later added,
“they’re like ‘oh my god, she’s just like a guy.” At
other times, when the women dressed up people re-
minded them that they were “girls.” “When I dress up
or anything it’s like ‘wow, you are a girl.’ . . . even my
boyfriend comes up and is like ‘oh my gosh, you’re all
done up” (Gymnast 2). All of the athletes described
situations when friends and other people acted sur-
prised when they wore feminine attire.

Dating

The distinction between being a “normal girl”
and an athlete also was acknowledged during discus-
sions about attractiveness and dating. All references
to dating were in a heterosexual context and were
consistent with the script of hegemonic femininity as
heterosexual. The athletes explained that to be attrac-
tive to men, it was important to act in an “appropriate”
manner. As Hockey Player 2 stated: “If you want to
attract a guy, then you have to be [feminine] some-
times.” VB/Hockey Player explained:

If you’re trying to attract a guy, you’re not gonna be
like (laughs) punching them in the shoulder, be like
‘did you catch the game Friday?’ You’re gonna be,
you know, tiny, cute, demure, and whatever. Not that
I can pull off the demure thing, but I mean you’re
gonna want to act more like a female than a male or,
you know, than more so a female than an athlete.

Similarly, Tennis Player 1 stated: “[it’s important to
be feminine] when you go out and you want to, you
know, look nice and impress the boys (laughs).”

The athletes also complained that men were not
attracted to women with large, athletic bodies. A
hockey player said: “it’s really hard to date around
here, if you’re not like this big [gestures making hands
in small box]. . . .The ones that get chased after all the
time it always seems to be like the little itty bitty girls.”
VB/Hockey Player agreed, “I’m so tall and big and it’s
hard to get a date.”

(Not) Doing Femininity

With the constant reminders that athletes were
something other than normal women, these women
engaged in behaviors to reinforce the notion that
“we can be athletes and feminine too.” VB/Hockey
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Player stated:

We don’t look very feminine when we’re out there
playing, and you know just to grasp on to that one
last thing that makes us a girl, we’ll put a ribbon in
our hair. We do it to remind all you people in the
stands, we are still girls. We’re athletes first, but just
remind everybody that we’re girls too.

The athletes engaged in many typical behaviors to en-
hance their femininity: “doing my hair, putting make-
up on,” “putting on nice clothes,” “wearing the lat-
est trends,” and “wearing French braids.” Ironically,
although well-fitting clothes were a source of con-
tention, “wearing normal clothes” and “dressing up”
were essential for appearing feminine. The athletes
stressed that they could be feminine: “I can be more
girly.” Yet they also explained that they generally
lacked the time to make the effort to be feminine,
as described in this interaction:

Track Athlete 1: I like to dress up. I wish I could do it
more. Yeah, I could do it more if I wanted to.

Track Athlete 2: It takes so much time and effort.
Track Athlete 1: and you’re so tired you don’t want to

deal with it.
Track Athlete 2: It’s fun once you do it.

In another focus group discussion, Distance Runner
2 said:

It’s kinda frustrating, but you can totally pick out like
athletes and then the other girls in college. Because
the other girls, they come with their hair hot rolled
to class, their makeup completely done. . . .They’re
just like totally, I don’t know, like dressed up and
everything. . . .And it’s like, what time did they get
up?

Throughout the discussions, appearing feminine was
equated with being a “normal girl.” As Softball 3
stated: “I like doing my hair, putting makeup on so
people know that I’m not just an athlete, like I am a
girl too.” The traditional script of femininity is incon-
gruous with sport, so these athletes also constructed
a feminine appearance to be perceived as normal
women.

It is interesting that the athletes also equated
eating with unfeminine behavior. Because of their
physical activity, these women ate more than their
nonathletic peers, which further reinforced their other
status. Apparently, feminine women do not eat large
amounts of food, as indicated in the following conver-
sation:

Hockey Player 1: In season at our house, you can’t
keep enough food in there. Oh my god, last year,

three of us were playing hockey and [VB/Hockey
Player] was playing volleyball and hockey, and we’d
eat like you would not believe in that house. Ev-
erything in the place was a mess. The fridge was
constantly stocked full of stuff. That makes me feel
very unfeminine, but you’re hungry you just keep
eating.

(Everyone nods in agreement)
VB/Hockey Player: You’re wolfing down food and

you eat like seven times a day.
Hockey Player 1: every three hours.
VB/Hockey Player: yeah, like every three hours

you’re stuffing your face with something.
Rugby Player: Your friends go all day with just one

meal and you’re just like . . .
VB/Hockey Player: I’m hungry again.

Other athletes also noted that their eating differenti-
ated them from her nonathletic peers. Their nonath-
lete female friends often commented about how much
they ate compared to normal women. For example,
Distance Runner 2 described that friends stated: “I’ll
go out to dinner with [nonathlete friends] and I’ll have
like three big plates and they’ll have like one little
one, and I’ll be done with everything and they’re still
eating.”

Through many different avenues, the athletes
were reminded that they were different. They were
larger, more assertive, more muscular, and they
ate more than normal women. The athletes also
were not considered feminine because of their body
shape and their casual attire. To be considered socially
acceptable, they sometimes created an alternate iden-
tity from athlete—that of a feminine woman.

Physicality

An intriguing higher order theme emerged re-
lated to the Physicality of Sport. Although the athletes
struggled with the conflict between being perceived
in a socially desirable manner and excelling in their
sport, they also discussed the benefits of their sport
participation. The data categories of function, pride,
and empowerment described some of these benefits.

Function

One mechanism of reconciling the contradiction
between having a culturally ideal body and being ath-
letic women was their focus on the function of their
size and strength. To be competitive, it was essential
that they were strong and muscular. Throughout the
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interviews, they stated that they gained much mus-
cle size because of their weight lifting. Yet, they also
described the benefits of weightlifting as “it does
make me stronger,” “it makes me hit harder and
maybe even quicker” (tennis player), and “help[s]
you take off more on the ice if you want to pick your
legs up faster” (hockey player). A Track Athlete 1
stated:

I wanna concentrate on [my sport] totally and so I
listen to the weightlifting [coach] like totally. I’m like,
‘what do I do? Ok. How much weight? Ok I’ll do
it.’ . . . I just wanna be the best I can be, so I just think
I have to follow everything like to the T . . . I like to
lift. . . . I do it because I have to because it will make
me better. So I just do it.

The athletes also discussed the benefits of having
large muscles, which made them more competitive.
As an athlete described, “When you compete you
want [muscles] because that’s intimidating” (Track
Athlete 3).

Pride

The athletes discussed the pride they felt in their
athletic achievements. These sportswomen worked
hard to be competitive at the college level. Their com-
mitment and effort resulted in pride in being an ath-
lete. Distance Runner 2 stated: “I think girl athletes
are sexy. . . . I think it’s cool that we go out there and
do that.” Although these athletes acknowledged that
models portray the culturally ideal body, the following
interaction shows how they reconciled the difference
between being valued for one’s looks versus being
valued for one’s skill:

Track Athlete 3: I would rather be an athlete; I’d
rather not be a model out there getting pictures
taken just for her body, I’d rather have muscles,
you know, and do the sport, and be recognized for
it and know that I’m doing something good for my-
self.

Soccer Player: I think that people look up to athletes
more than they look up to models. . . .They give
them more respect.

Track Athlete 1: I’d rather be respected for running
rather than my looks.

Soccer Player: ‘Cause it’s something you can control.

Part of becoming a successful athlete is devel-
oping a strong muscular body. They recognized that
the cultural ideal exemplified a smaller physique, yet
these athletes were proud of their strong, developed

bodies. As a rugby player stated:

It doesn’t bug me to see people a lot smaller than me
or whatever because I know I’m healthy and I know
most of it’s muscle. Like when I work out and stuff,
like I can just see the muscles when I move, like them
flexing. And I think if someone says ‘you’re thick’ and
‘you’re like a healthy muscular,’ and it’s more muscle
than fat, then it’s cool.

A softball player echoed this sentiment when she
stated:

You’ve lifted, you’ve run, your bodies are all, yeah
they’re different, but they have that bulk, you know,
but when you go out in your normal clothes and
mix with all the normal people and you feel differ-
ent. When your arms are stronger and your legs are
stronger and you’re not the little fragile person, you
do feel different.

The essence of this data category was exemplified by
VB/Hockey Player, who explained:

I used to be like more self-conscious about my size,
but I mean I look around and I see so many more
athletes around on campus that are big, you know,
but they’re built like Mack trucks. I don’t think it’s
anything to be ashamed about. I’m very proud that
I’m a big girl.

These athletes appeared to redefine what it meant
to be a muscular woman. They focused on how they
are strong and healthy even if they are different than
other women. They were proud of their status as ath-
letes and the bodies they developed through training
and competition.

Empowerment

Not only were these women proud of being
athletic, they also felt empowered because of their
strength and skill. As they discussed, being an ath-
lete “helps your self-esteem,” “it gives us more of a
sense of time management and confidence,” “you feel
stronger and you feel independent,” and it leads to
“self-respect.” These feelings of empowerment gen-
eralized beyond the sport context and helped the
women to feel self-sufficient:

I know people won’t mess with me. ‘You mess with
me and look you gotta deal with this.’ Like in the
real world I think it will help me out in the long run
because I don’t think people will mess with me, you
know. . . .Whether it be on a job or like walking down
New York City in the middle of the night and I think
my chances of getting mugged will be lower than
some waif-like person walking around. (VB/Hockey
Player)
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A hockey player expressed the same sentiment:

I feel more, this is gonna sound cheesey, but I feel
more independent. I feel like I can take care of myself
rather than if I was just some weakling. I feel like I
could run away from someone if I had to, or whatever,
you know what I mean. I don’t need somebody to
take care of me.

Although there were constant reminders that female
athletes were not considered normal women, these
athletes savored the benefits of their athletic partici-
pation. They were accomplished, confident, indepen-
dent women in both athletic and social situations.

DISCUSSION

The findings of this study illustrate how, be-
cause of the influence of hegemonic femininity,
sportswomen live a paradox of dual and dueling iden-
tities. The athletes in our study recognized the status
and privilege of “normal girls” that contrasted with
their “other” or marginalized position. This circum-
stance reinforced the importance of portraying a het-
erosexually feminine appearance in social settings and
sometimes in sport settings. Consistent with previous
research (Krane, Waldron, et al., 2001), the athletes
described the ideal feminine body as small, thin, and
model-like. As expected, their description of the ideal
female body was consistent with media portrayals of
feminine women (Bordo, 1993; Duncan, 1994).

The athletes considered their muscular bodies
as the primary hindrance to being perceived as het-
erosexually feminine in social settings. When they
considered their athletic bodies in comparison to
“normal girls” or the culturally ideal body, the ath-
letes felt “different.” They were larger and more mus-
cular, and they did not fit into trendy clothing. Even
though they embraced the function of their bodies,
being too muscular was disconcerting. It was an un-
wanted source of social attention, a constant reminder
that they were different from other women. Previ-
ous research suggests that this oversized perception
of athletic bodies can be related to unhealthy behav-
iors, such as disordered eating (Krane, Waldron, et al.,
2001). However, rather than discussing unhealthy eat-
ing patterns, these athletes conversed with much hu-
mor about the large amounts of food they ate. They
noted that their physically active lifestyle necessitated
the support of a high calorie intake, but they also said
that eating in such a manner was not considered fem-
inine. Fortunately, this did not stop them from doing
so, but it is not clear why these athletes were able

to laugh about their food consumption and did not
mention any unhealthy eating or exercise behaviors
contrary to the athletes in the Krane, Waldron, et al.
study (2001).

As we pursued the examination of perceptions of
muscular bodies, we found as much pride as conster-
nation in athletic bodies. The athletes acknowledged
the positive distinctiveness of the athletic female
body, yet each athlete also expressed some desire to
look different—that is, normal. Further, several ath-
letes noted that when they came to college and began
intensive weight lifting, they were not sure how to
interpret the changes in their bodies. Weight gain ini-
tially was perceived negatively and was assumed to
be due to increased body fat. However, the athletes
appeared to have learned to focus on the function of
their musculature and size, which resulted in satisfac-
tion and pride. They worked hard to be strong and
successful and were proud of their efforts. This was
consistent with previous studies that revealed that
female athletes expressed empowerment, satisfac-
tion, and enjoyment through physically assertive sport
(Baird, 2001; Hargreaves, 1993; Rail, 1992; Russell,
2002; Theberge, 1997). Although these women were
reminded in many ways that they did not conform
to the culturally accepted, hegemonic script of femi-
ninity, they were able to highlight the benefits associ-
ated with sport performance. They enjoyed their sport
participation and gained strength and confidence that
positively affected them outside of sport as well as in
the athletic environment.

It appears that, in negotiating and reconciling
the social expectations of femininity with athleti-
cism, sportswomen develop two identities—athlete
and woman. Sometimes these two contrasting iden-
tities are kept separate but at other times they merge.
This can be seen in their different performances of
femininity and gender. Drawing on Ussher’s (1997)
scripts of doing girl, being girl, resisting girl, and sub-
verting girl, Choi (2000) suggested that “being girl” is
unlikely to be common among sportswomen, whereas
“resisting girl” is likely to be prevalent. The ath-
letes in this study understood that being feminine was
important for feeling like normal women, but they
were unanimous in the view that, as athletes, they
did not have the time required to work on their ap-
pearance on a daily basis. Being feminine in our so-
ciety is an effortful exercise, but so too is being an
athlete. These women’s priorities as athletes did not
include taking time to use makeup, style their hair,
and dress nicely. Femininity, therefore, had to be “put
aside” and resisted when they were being athletes as
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opposed to “girls.” The athletes in our study simply
displaced femininity with their “game face” or com-
petitive zeal and left “doing girl” for social situations.
This type of performance also was found in female
rugby players who constantly negotiated being highly
competitive (i.e., masculine) on the rugby pitch with
being “real women” (i.e., feminine) in social contexts
(Baird, 2001).

For some athletes, “doing girl” was seen as im-
portant in sport, such as when the volleyball play-
ers wore bows in their hair to remind people that
although they were athletes, they were still women.
Thus, looking like a normal woman was deemed nec-
essary, and femininity could not simply be displaced
during sport participation. Russell (2002) reported
similar findings concerning female cricketers’ resis-
tance to proposals to change their uniform from a
skirt to trousers. Although trousers are more practi-
cal for sport purposes, the skirt was viewed as the only
symbol of their femaleness on the playing field. These
findings illustrated that the position of “doing girl”
can be taken up at the same time as “resisting girl.”
The two identities of athlete and woman are not, or
perhaps cannot, always be kept separate because of
the requirements of hegemonic femininity. This con-
flict also emerged from the athletes’ concerns about
how other people perceived their bodies. The ath-
letes who wore revealing uniforms thought that their
bodies were sexualized while in their uniforms, which
was a source of discomfort. Elite athletes in Kolnes’
study reported similar concerns (Kolnes, 1995). How-
ever, Krane, Stiles-Shipley, Waldron, & Michalenok
(2001) did not find quantitative differences in body
satisfaction or social physique anxiety among ath-
letes with differently revealing uniforms. In the cur-
rent study, the athletes who wore revealing uniforms
expressed discomfort in their uniforms. They felt sex-
ualized because their bodies were so exposed and
because of the resultant unwelcome attention from
men. Many scholars have documented the numerous
ways in which the sexual objectification of women ath-
letes occurs (e.g., Choi, 2000; Kolnes, 1995). These
range from the mandatory wearing of sport uni-
forms that emphasize the appearance of heterosexual
femininity to media representations of sportswomen
that emphasize their appearance and sexual attrac-
tiveness above their sport performance. The impo-
sition of this perception upon the female athlete
prevents the two identities of athlete and woman from
being kept completely separate, as the unwanted at-
tention from men is a reminder that she is a woman
and subject to the male gaze.

Although the athletes’ descriptions of the ideal
feminine body were consistent with the dominant
ideal as portrayed in the media, it is important to sit-
uate this within a White, heterosexual prototype, or
what Dewar (1993) referred to as the “generic sport-
ing woman.” All of the athletes in this study were
White and presented as heterosexual. It is very likely
that athletes of color and lesbian or bisexual ath-
letes may not aspire to this same ideal. Yet, as Dewar
noted, these other women are rendered invisible in
sport and hegemonic femininity is privileged. For this
reason, it also is important to note that although the
athletes presented as heterosexual, it is possible that
some of them identify as lesbian or bisexual. How-
ever, as Braun (2000) pointed out, focus groups offer
many benefits, but they also may perpetuate hetero-
sexism. The dominant heterosexual focus within the
groups with discussions of dating and being attrac-
tive to men may have created an environment where
women were not comfortable revealing another iden-
tity. How to challenge and not collude in heterosex-
ism is an important issue for researchers to consider
(Braun, 2000).

It also is important to point out that although
there were commonalities among these athletes’ con-
struction of femininity and its consequences, they
were not a wholly homogeneous group. In general,
the tennis players were more concerned with portray-
ing a traditionally feminine appearance and the rugby
and hockey players most pushed the boundaries of
femininity. Ice hockey and rugby were club sports,
organized or managed by the women on the team.
They were not governed within the traditional male-
dominated sport setting, and the women were not
compelled to adhere to hegemonic standards. Also
of interest is that these athletes revealed positions
contrary to popular beliefs. For example, although
gymnasts and distance runners are stereotyped to be
excessively thin, the women in this study were just as
concerned about being too muscular as the athletes
more commonly expected to be large and muscular
(e.g., basketball, softball, and soccer players).

In conclusion, this study has extended our un-
derstanding of female athletes’ perceptions of their
bodies and their selves in sport and society. Rather
than simply being passive victims of hegemonic fem-
ininity however, women can actively choose how the
paradox of dueling identities is lived through different
gender and femininity performances. Our study has
illustrated the complexity of this process as women
move among scripts as well as perform different
scripts simultaneously. Moreover, “choices” are not
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always freely chosen. The complexity of living this
paradox might lead to negative behaviors such as
poor body image, disordered eating, and low self-
esteem, although this did not seem to be the case
for the women in our study. Indeed, through their
negotiations of femininity they redefined the accept-
able female body and behavior, reveling in their self-
descriptions of their “nonfeminine” behaviors such as
being noisy, assertive, competitive, and tough, as well
as swearing, sweating, and eating. Although the ath-
letes noted that other people may not consider this
acceptable feminine behavior, for them it was nor-
mal, and being an athlete was reconciled by the many
physical and psychological benefits that empowered
them both inside and outside of the sport context.
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